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ABSTRACT. According to Radbruch, legal philosophy is a part of philosophy. He considers it essential
to discuss general antecedents of philosophy. He points out that his views are based on the ideas of
Windelband, Rickert and Lask. According to Radbruch, our life experience is formed by objective reality
which represents a “raw material”, and in which reality and value are chaotically intertwined with each
other and have unregulated relationship. We apperceive the people and the objects by their values,
whether they have or not. He believes that the initial task of mind is the necessity of separating our own
“self” from reality, confronting ourselves to it and thus, separate value from reality. Mind learns to turn
off its evaluative consciousness or use it purposefully on occasions. Thus, at the beginning we
unconsciously create “realm of nature” from chaos, as nature is nothing else than objective reality– a
datum at present which is free from evaluation. After the mind determines particular scale of values and
their interconnection as a “realm of values” , it opposes the “realm of nature”. Considering these
general principles, Radbruch argues that justice should be understood within the framework of categories
which belong to values. In his opinion, justice is the part of culture, same as the fact which is attributed
to values. The notion of justice can be defined as a “datum at present” and its essence is the realization
of the idea of justice. As far as the idea of justice belongs to the realm of values, its cognition and
examination is feasible only with special evaluative reasoning method. This is the purpose of legal
philosophy. As far as justice is concerned as a reality or the element of culture, it is to the subject of
“legal theory” research. Radbruch defines legal philosophy as a science concerning legal values. As for
the idea of justice, Radbruch perceives it in Kantian viewpoint that is the concept of perfection which we
can approach to though cannot be fully attained. It can be the source of positive law making and the
criteria of evaluating legal reality. © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Gustav Radbruch is an eminent legal philosopher

who greatly affected the twentieth century legal

thought. His most significant work - “Legal Philoso-
phy” was published in 1932. After the end of the
World War II, two shorter papers – “Five Minutes of

Legal Philosophy” and “Statutory Lawlessness and
Supra-Statutory Law” were added to this work, where
the legal positivism and Nazism are criticized. “We
should strive for justice and at the same time forget

its constituent element - the legal stability and re-
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build a legal state where both of these ideas have

been implemented, democracy is an undoubtedly kind-

ness which is of great value. Legal State, like bread

and the air, is vital,  and the most important  that a

democracy includes is that it enables the existence of

a legal state [1].

According to Radbruch, legal philosophy is a part

of philosophy. He considers it essential to discuss

general antecedents of philosophy. He points out

that his views are based on the ideas of Windelband,

Rickert and Lask. According to Radbruch, our life

experience is formed by objective reality which rep-

resents a “raw material”, and in which reality and
value are chaotically intertwined with each other and

have unregulated relationship. We apperceive the

people and the objects by their values, whether they

have or not. He believes that the initial task of mind is

the necessity of separating our own “self” from real-
ity, confronting ourselves to it and thus, separate

value from reality. Mind learns to turn off its evalua-

tive consciousness or use it purposefully on occa-

sions. Thus, at the beginning we unconsciously cre-

ate “realm of nature” from chaos, as nature is noth-
ing else than objective reality – a datum at present
which is free from evaluation. After the mind deter-

mines particular scale of values and their intercon-

nection as a “realm of values” , it opposes the “realm
of nature”. Considering these general principles,
Radbruch argues that justice should be understood

within the framework of categories which belong to

values. In his opinion justice is the part of culture,

same as the fact which is attributed to values. The

notion of justice can be defined as a “datum at
present” and its essence is the realization of the idea
of justice [2]. As far as the idea of justice belongs to

the realm of values, its cognition and examination is

feasible only with special evaluative reasoning

method. This is the purpose of legal philosophy. As

far as justice is concerned as a reality or the element

of culture, it is to the subject of “legal theory” re-
search. Radbruch defines legal philosophy as a sci-

ence concerning legal values. As for the idea of jus-

tice, Radbruch perceives it in Kantian viewpoint that

is the concept of perfection which we can approach

to though cannot be fully attained. It can be the

source of positive law making and the criteria of evalu-

ating legal reality.

The origination of law and legal norms is condi-

tioned causally as any other phenomenon in the uni-

verse. However, it has a specific rule and structure of

being as a form. The problem of genesis is different

from the problem of value. Ideas, norms and ideals

arise from empirical reality and humans also get to

these ideals through empiricism. Observing the origi-

nation process and conditions of an idea, a norm or

an ideal is just one thing, and it is quite another to

evaluate ideal and norm; their value and importance.

When we make such evaluation, is there any logic

among our judgments. What is the supreme goal that

we rely on when we show evaluative attitude towards

the abovementioned phenomenon? By what can we

justify the value of an idea or a norm?

The standpoint, which argues that the “great idea
of justice” creates law, does not emanate from the
fact that justice genetically, causally creates law as

both Marxism and utilitarianism claim. It is rather based

on the view that the idea of justice as a supreme

value and criterion grants the value to law as a sys-

tem of norms and social institution. This is a tele-

ological point of view which is as important as a causal

point of view. If something exists, it does not mean to

conclude that it is true and it ought to be. “Kantian
philosophy teaches: it is impossible to cognize what

is valuable from the existing, what is true and what is

not-being. Something is never true because it is, was

and will be”. “Withdrawal of value from reality is char-
acteristic to logical and totally casual relations... in

this case there is non-casual relationship between

being and value” [2]. At the same time, even the

knowledge of definite direction of the development

does not give us the opportunity to judge the verity

of developing in that direction [2].

Justice is the creation of a human whose essence

can only be understood if we consider the goal that it
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is directed to, i.e. the idea of justice. Justice aims to

realize specific values.  “The notion of justice be-
longs to the notion of culture that is the concept of

value mediated to reality whose purpose is to serve

legal value, the idea of justice [2]. The idea of justice

is nothing more than justice”. “Like a mother, justice
gave a birth to law, because justice preceded law” (of
course the logical aspect is considered here). “We
have all the reasons to discuss justice as a way out

because fair is absolute like kindness, truth and

beauty, i.e. this is a value which cannot be drawn out

from some other value” [there also]. “It is possible to
see moral kindness in justice”. According to another
standpoint, there can be two kinds of justice. We can

call fair to the adoption of law, following of law or the

law itself. The first type of justice, especially the fair-

ness of a judge, can be called honesty. In this case

Radbruch does not refer to the justice, the criterion

of which is positive law, but rather the one which is

itself the criterion of positive law. As far as the idea of

law belongs to the realm of values, its cognition and

examination is only feasible with the help of evalua-

tive reasoning method. This is solely the aim of legal

philosophy. If we use evaluative study criterion in

the examination of legal philosophy, then it may be

interpreted as a doctrine of “true law”. The idea of
law itself represents constitutional principle and cri-

terion of legal value at the same time.

Neo-Kantians including Radbruch are right in the

fact that substantiation of the ultimate goal of an

ideal with causality principle is impossible because it

comes out from what “is” and not from what “ought”
to be. The implementation ways and means of an

ideal belongs to causality sphere. As for the human’s
goals, they should be substantiated – justified in
other way, in particular through teleological interpre-

tation. Necessity gives a task to human to order its

goals and aspirations; to create a system of intercon-

nected and subordinated goals and the means of their

implementation. It subordinates one goal to another,

moves from the given moment to the following, from

the old to the new and so eventually, comes to the

absolute, unconditional ideal which is nothing but

the idea of an ultimate goal for which everything is a

method. Thus, the whole reality can be understood

as staircase steps leading towards that goal. Here we

mean the ultimate goal as an end in itself, which pos-

sesses the criterion of its own value in itself. In this

regard, this goal as an idea is unconditional. At the

same time, there is the question of how it originates

and how a human comes to it. Everything in this

world, whether material or ideal, has time, spatial and

causal certainty.  However, when we talk about un-

conditional, ultimate goal of an idea, we do not refer

to its genesis and development, but rather its value:

its importance as a principle. In this case we are not

dealing with what it “is” but what it “ought” to be.”
The principles of not-being can be established and

substantiated only through the other principles of

not-being. For this reason the supreme principles of

not-being are substantial. They are axiomatic. Their

substantiation is impossible. They can only be ac-

knowledged as being credible [2] due to the fact that

they belong to the realm of values and not to the

sphere of causality or abstract logic.

Although in Radbruch’s opinion, the principles
of not-being should not be substantiated with the

inductive knowledge obtained from the facts of real

essence, it does not mean that not-being as a goal

has nothing to do with science. If a person is free in

setting a goal, he is not free in selecting the means

for achieving the goal. Here, he totally complies with

the field of causality because he cannot create any-

thing from emptiness. “Causality has an unlimited
control on the selection of the means for each pur-

sued goal; the relation between the means and the

goals is nothing than the relation of a cause to effect

[3]. Within the process of not-being implementation,

a person leaves the abstract field of an idea and sets

the whole reality, whole time and spatial and causal

realm as an output point. The idea comes into con-

tact with conditionable, ultimate means via a person.

Human’s will is not just the cognition of goals; it is
the aspiration to the goal as well: specifically, imple-
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menting the idea in the empirically given conditions.

The answer to the question about how it can be im-

plemented in reality lies with positive science which

studies reality, its character and “rule of conduct”.
This knowledge is essential in the process of select-

ing the goal implementation means. When it comes

to the realization of the desirable, causality rules hu-

man activities. In the field of law “it is accepted that
the selection of goals for the purpose of implement-

ing the right goals is managed by what is called legal

policy and not by legal philosophy”. From the very
beginning the great importance of a goal must be

formulated thoroughly in consciousness; also, the

necessary means for its implementation and out-

comes inevitably related to it must be defined. In

Radbruch’s opinion, such evaluation of the selected
means for legal goals is the sphere of legal philoso-

phy.

From the idea of justice we can only make conclu-

sion about attitudes towards different people, but

we cannot judge their treatment practices. Radbruch’s
example: in accordance with the idea of justice, theft

deserves lighter penalty than murder. However, the

fact that a murderer must be either confined in a prison

or lashed to the breaking wheel and a thief must be

hanged or fined does not rise from the idea of justice

[2]. Therefore, we can conclude that it is important to

have some other legal values which will complete

fundamental value of law. Some philosophers (namely

Radbruch) consider expediency to be such legal

value: law together with justice aims to promote su-

preme value. These values are possible to be of dif-

ferent categories which were unable to come to an

agreement with each other. Expediency is the second

constituent part of the idea of law. However, it is not

right to judge aim and expediency unequivocally. The

answer can be relative. Legal philosophy should pre-

vail this relativism because justice as the regulator of

social life must not be conditioned by the differences

of individual views: the nature of law lies in the fact

that it is the supreme unified order; if values cannot

come into agreement with each other, law will not be

able to take their implementation upon itself. It can

be limited to the implementation of a particular group

of values and expediency can be represented as the

principle of selecting and regulating social goals con-

taining values and according to which the law can

turn “free” (e.i. legally unregulated yet) social reality
into legal reality, e.i. subordinate it to legal norms is

manifested as defined legal order.

However, legal order requires firmness and sta-

bility. The idea of law includes stability in itself, that

is the firmness of legal order. Stability means the fol-

lowing: there must be unified, positive law, whose

purpose is to create and maintain peace. These prin-

ciples of the idea of law (justice, expediency, legal

stability) sometimes eventuate or confront each other.

Rabruch calls this “antonyms of the idea of law”.
“Three elements of the idea of law: justice, expedi-
ency and stability rule the law altogether; however,

they might come into fierce confrontation with each

other”[2]. Justice means equality, which requires the

generalization of norms, though in fact equality does

not exist.  According to Radbruch, equality is the

creation of a human’s mind that holds a specific posi-
tion. Hence, the expediency considers and individu-

alizes inequality. Therefore, on the one hand it can

cause a contradiction between expediency and jus-

tice, and on the other hand between expediency and

legal stability; stability requires a unified system of

positive law. The latter with its content and applica-

tion can oppose justice or expediency. The possibil-

ity of their agreement can be expressed as: 1. the

issue that whether or not the particular legal norm

has a value, i.e. if it can be included in the concept of

the law, should be resolved on the basis of justice; 2.

the accuracy of legal norms should be resolved in

terms of expediency; 3. and finally, the performance

of a legal norm is determined by the relevance stabil-

ity requirements. Theoretically, such agreement does

not contain any logical contradiction, but in fact eve-

rything may occur in a different way: mostly, in the

course of determining the content of the law either

one moment plays a key role or the other. A police
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state puts forward the principle of expediency; in the

ruling of natural law, the determination of the content

is tried to be reached on the basis of justice. Legal

positivism comes out from only the inviolability of

the law: “The law is the law” – the existence of legal
order is more important than its justice and expedi-

ency.

The principle of the stability of the law may nei-

ther be enough, nor decisive during the implementa-

tion of the law. Attention must be drawn to the idea

of justice, and the principle of expediency move to

the background. It is obvious that this is the only

idea of law; it might acquire unfair nature and make

arbitrariness, contract violation, etc. a norm.  Arbi-

trariness might be disguised under the form of law,

and thus, it could expel the other principles of law -

justice and legal stability. This was the case in Ger-

many during fascism period when terrorist dictator-

ship, repressions and all lawlessness was consid-

ered “expedient” as far as it was “useful” for German
“People”; thus, approving the necessity and “fair-
ness” of fascist power.  Innocence of the people’s
will created basis for mental recognition. “The latest
is also given to us in a form of political myths. Politi-

cal myths, such as innocence of the people’s will,
divine origins of monarchical order and many others

represent the circumstances with the help of which

we all perceive each other as potential performers of

the determined legal system“[4].

Those members of the society who slavishly fol-

lowed the political myths were forced to accept them

as being the major value and the source of justice.

The will of German people was considered to be the

source of the Fascist law: justice is what people need

– this was the concept of the Fascist law; Bolshevik
regime was also idealizing “the will of the people”:
“the will of the people” was understood as an ulti-
mate and absolute criteria, and disregarding it was

interpreted as hostility towards the people. In

Radbruch’s opinion, the formula: justice is something
that is beneficial for the people, justified lawlessness.

If it is beneficial for the people, it actually means that

the law is what is considered beneficial by the state

authority, in particular all fantasies and caprices of

despotism, punishing people unjustifiably and with-

out investigation. Otherwise, the government’s self-
interest is treated as a gain. If law is equated with the

so-called people’s gain, it will turn the legal state into
the illegal one [5]. It is unacceptable to say that eve-

rything that is beneficial for the people is a law. On the

contrary, as Rabruch believes, it is only the justice

that is beneficial for people which is the annex of the

formula: “The law is the law”. The law rules because it
is the law in case its authority is acknowledged.  Such

perception of law and its rule – the theory of positive
law as Radbruch calls it, made everyone including law-

yers helpless against the horrible and criminal laws.

Eventually, law and power is equated here – justice is
only there where the power is.

It is true that besides justice the aim of law is at

the same time a common benefit. However, as

Radbruch believes, human’s imperfection does not
allow combining all the three legal values (common

benefit, legal stability and justice) in the law. The

only choice is to either accept the rule of a bad, unfair

or harmful law in the name of legal stability, or reject

its application and take its harm and injustice towards

the society into consideration. People and particu-

larly lawyers, must realize clearly that in spite of the

existence of some considerably unfair and harmful

laws for the public, we must not accept their rule or

recognize their legal nature. One value in the positive

law indicates that the presence of law is better than

its absence due to creating stability at minimum. How-

ever, legal stability is not the only and defining value,

which must be carried out by the law. There are two

other values together with legal stability and these

are expediency and justice. In this hierarchy of val-

ues expediency must hold the last place when com-

mon benefit is dealt. “Justice is not merely what is
useful for the people” [1]. Eventually, it is justice,
which makes legal stability and aspires to justice that

is beneficial for people. Legal stability, which is char-

acteristic to all applicable laws, stands in between
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the expediency and justice. Both common benefit (the

state) and justice require legal stability. In Radbruch’s
opinion, their conflict is actually a conflict between a

fake justice and a real one. The idea of justice is

absolute though formal. Thus, it is generally man-

datory. Like the legal stability, it is a supra party

demand. However, the state depends on legal views

and party positions; in terms of law how much these

demands should be prioritized over others, or to

what extent we can sacrifice expedience or justice

to the interests of legal stability or vice versa. The

common mandatory elements of universally ac-

knowledged legal idea are justice and stability and

the relativist element is not only the expediency but

also, the subordinal interrelation among these three

elements [2].

Although Fascist laws were disguised under the

forms of legal norms, they did not possess the most

essential feature of justice: aspiration to justice. There

are cases when the existing laws are so unjust and

harmful that they can hardly be considered as norms

which possess legal character. Still, what can be the

evidence in order to claim it? This can be the fact that

“there are some much more respected legal princi-
ples than any other legal regulation. In this case, the

law that contradicts these principles do not function

“[1]. Radbruch refers the combination of these prin-

ciples as natural law. Each of these principles raised

doubts, but now, as he points out, the importance of

these principles is unquestionable because their con-

tent in the Declaration of Fundamental Human and

Civil Rights has been firmly outlined over the centu-

ries. In place of laws the Fascist law and its type had

assigned the norms which were deprived to the uni-

versal principles of freedom, justice and humanity.

They were mere manifestations of power and its en-

actment.  Criminal law cannot be considered as jus-

tice even if it possesses positivity because it lacks

the essence of justice. In the actual law the positivity

and legitimacy of law do not coincide with each other,

though positive law can ensure the realization of the

legal values like legal stability and expediency. Thus,

we can conclude that stability, discussed not in for-

mal but material terms, must comply with the idea of

justice; it must be the proper means of implementa-

tion of the idea of law.
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filosofia

zogadi filosofiuri wanamZRvrebi
gustav radbruxis mixedviT

i. SioSvili

iakob gogebaSvilis saxelobis Telavis saxelmwifo universiteti, Telavi, saqarTvelo

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris r. metrevelis mier)

samarTlis filosofia, radbruxis gagebiT, filosofiis nawilia. mas aucileblad
miaCnia ganixilos misi zogadi filosofiuri wanamZRvrebi. is aRniSnavs, rom misi mosazrebani
efuZneba valdelbandis, rikertis da laskis Sexedulebebs. radbruxis azriT, Cveni
sicocxliseuli gamocdileba formirdeba obieqturad arsebuli mocemulobiT, romelic
warmoadgens „nedl gadaumuSavebel masalas“ da romelSic sinamdvile da Rirebuleba
qaoturad gadajaWvulia erTmaneTSi da maT Soris ar aris mowesrigebuli urTierTkavSiri.
Cven aRviqvamT adamianebsa da sagnebs, romelTac aqvT an ar aqvT Rirebuleba. gonebis
upirveles amocanad mas miaCnia aucilebloba, gamovyoT sakuTari „me“ mocemulobisagan,
davupirispiroT sakuTari Tavi mas da amiT gamovacalkevoT Rirebuleba sinamdvilisagan.
goneba swavlobs zogjer gamorTos Tavisi Semfasebeli cnobiereba, xan mizanmimarTulad
gamoiyenos igi. amiT Cven Tavdapirvelad aracnobierad qaosidan warmovqmniT „bunebis-
samefos“, radgan buneba sxva araferia, Tu ara obieqturad arsebuli garemo, mocemuloba,
romelic Tavisufalia Sefasebebisagan. roca goneba adgens RirebulebaTa gansazRvrul
Skalas da maT urTierTkavSirs, igi, rogorc „RirebulebaTa samefo“, upirispirdeba
„bunebis samefos“. am zogadi principebidan gamosuli, radbruxi amtkicebs, rom samarTali
unda gavigoT im kategoriebis CarCoebSi, romlebic Rirebulebas miekuTvneba. samarTali,
misis azriT, aris kulturis elementi, anu faqti, romelic Rirebulebas miekuTvneba.
samarTlis cneba SeiZleba ganisazRvros, rogorc „mocemuloba“, romlis sazrisi aris
samarTlis ideis realizeba [2]. ramdenadac samarTlis idea RirebulebaTa samyaros
miekuTvneba, misi Semecneba, misi Semowmeba SeiZleba mxolod gansakuTrebuli SefasebiTi
ganxilvis meTodiT. es samarTlis filosofiis amocanaa. rac Seexeba samarTals, rogorc
sinamdviles, rogorc kulturis elements, misi azriT, igi miekuTvneba, „samarTlis
Teoriis“ kvlevis sagans. radbruxi samarTlis filosofias uwodebs mecnierebas samarTlis
Rirebulebis Sesaxeb. rac Seexeba samarTlianobis ideas, rogorc ideas, radbruxs igi
esmis kantianuri azriT, e.i. rogorc srulyofilebis cneba, romelsac SeiZleba
mivuaxlovdeT, magram srulad  ver ganvaxorcielebT. igi SeiZleba iyos pozitiuri
samarTalSemoqmedebis wyaro da samarTlebrivi realobis Sefasebis kriteriumi.
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